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400-DA Crane Safety (Supplemental Material Included)
DVD Only (18 min. serious) Addresses major areas needed to comply with the OSHA Regulation concerning crane safety 

including:  Physical and mental preparation; equipment inspection; hazard assessment; boom, 
jib and overhead cranes; general and operational safety devices; crane operations and hand 
signals.

400-DAS Crane Safety - Spanish (Supplemental Material Included)
DVD Only (18 min. serious) Addresses major areas needed to comply with the OSHA Regulation concerning crane safety 

including:  Physical and mental preparation; equipment inspection; hazard assessment; boom, 
jib and overhead cranes; general and operational safety devices; crane operations and hand 
signals.

400-VB * Cranes, Chains, Slings & Hoist
(12 min. serious) Discusses common safety rules on using slings with cranes.

400-DC (DVD ONLY) Skid Steer Safety
DVD Only (8 min. serious) Topics included in this safety video are: skid steer hazards, skid steer awareness, entering and 

exiting, equipment, inspection and maintenance, training, safe skid steer driving, and skid steer 
safe guards.

400-VD * Powered Pallet Jack Safety
(8 min. serious) Covers common hazards associated with using a powered pallet jack, including how to use the 

equipment. 

400-VDS * Electrical Pallet Jack Update - Spanish
(10 min. serious) Covers do's and don'ts for safe use:  proper loading, no passengers, careful maneuvering and 

traffic courtesy.

400-VE Forklift Load Capacity
(6 min. serious) Discusses the three-point suspension system and load capacity.

400-VF * Large Equipment Safety
(20 min. serious) Covers safe use of front-end loaders, backhoes, and general purpose tractors including:  Pre-

operation safety check; jobsite inspection; safe operation on slopes and in high traffic areas; 
avoiding roll-over and tipping; and clothing guidelines.

400-VFS * Dump Truck Safety - Spanish
(15 min. serious) Reviews the importance of inspecting vehicles to detect problems.  It also covers loading, 

unloading, dumping safely, vehicle maneuvering, terrain considerations and safety on the road.

400-VG * Forklift Safety
(13 min. serious) Basic forklift rules for safety inspection before use.  General guidelines on how to properly 

transport materials.

400-DH Crane Safety, The New Regulation
DVD Only (22 min. serious) Addresses changes arising from OSHA's new crane safety standard.  Includes:  1)provisions in 

the new standards 2)overhead power lines 3)spotters 4)operator certification 5)requirements for 
signal persons 6)qualifications of maintenance and repair employees 7) ground condition 
inspections 8)crane inspections.

Numbers beginning with "V" are available in VHS; Numbers beginning with "D" are available in DVD.

Numbers with an "*" behind them are available in DVD and VHS.
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400-VI Material Handling and Storage
(10 min. humorous) Howard Containment and Paula Prevention discuss safe material-handling, storage, hazards 

involved, PPE to be worn, MSDS and good housekeeping.

400-VJ Warehouse Safety
(10 min. serious) Safe handling, driving and operating of forklifts in a warehouse environment.

400-VK Forklift Loading
(7 min. serious) Good narrative concerning safe operation of forklifts and what NOT to do.

400-VL * Forklift Safety:  Operation
(18 min. serious) Covers principles of how a forklift works, capabilities of the truck, load center and stability, safe 

operation and driving skills, how to protect others, and the operating area.

400-VM Forklift Safety:  Inspection
(19 min. serious) Very detailed, instructional video concerning inspection of forklift before use.

400-VN * Knuckleboom Loader Safety Training - Logging
(22 min. serious) Broken down into 3 modules.  Module 1:  Pre-shift work inspection requirements and 

procedures.  Module 2:  Loader operations.  Module 3:  Knuckleboom Loader maintenance.

400-VO * Forklift OSHA Safety
(27 min. serious) Demonstrates proper way to operate, maintain and inspect forklifts.

400-VOS * Forklift OSHA Safety - Spanish
(26 min. serious) Spanish version of 400-VO

400-VP * Skidder Operators Safety Training
(99 min. serious) Contains 14 separate video segments aimed at preventing personal injury of skidder operators 

and ground workers.  Can be used for mini-safety meetings.  Deals with proper daily 
maintenance of skidder.

400-VQ * Backhoe Safety & Operations
(8 min. serious) Covers PPE, equipment capabilities, limitations, inspection, maintenance checklists, operation 

rules and digging.

400-VR * Mobile Cranes (Quiz included)
(6 min. serious) Covers pre-operation setup, inspection, and planning a lift.  It also stresses the importance of 

pre-planning.

400-VS * Dump Truck Safety
(5 min. serious) Discusses the importance of pre-inspection and maintenance of truck, the differences of 

handling loaded and unloaded trucks, proper procedures of dumping a load, and how to drive in 
wet, muddy, slippery conditions.

400-VT * The Cutting Edge of Safety (Fellerbuncher)
(17 min. serious) Presents a thorough overview of how to safely operate and service fellerbunchers.

400-DU Aerial & Scissor Lift Safety (Supplemental Material Included)
DVD Only (18 min.  serious) Addresses major areas needed to comply with the OSHA Regulation concerning aerial & 

scissor lift safety including:  Selecting the Right Lift; Inspections; Types of Aerial Lifts; Scissor 
Lifts; Safety Procedures; Fall Protection and Shutdown Procedures.

400-DUS Aerial & Scissor Lift Safety - Spanish (Supplemental Material Included)
DVD Only (18 min.  serious) Addresses major areas needed to comply with the OSHA Regulation concerning aerial & 

scissor lift safety including:  Selecting the Right Lift; Inspections; Types of Aerial Lifts; Scissor 
Lifts; Safety Procedures; Fall Protection and Shutdown Procedures.

400-VV * Backhoe Safety  
(5 min. serious) Covers pre-operation vehicle inspection, rules for braking and staying in gear, and limited 

reliability of hydraulics.

400-VW * Bucket Truck Safety
(25 min. serious) Covers required safety and operation procedures. It also explains what can go wrong and how 

to better prevent those situations from happening.
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400-DX Aerial Lifts 
DVD Only (7 min. serious) Demonstrates safe operation procedures, pre-operation inspection, work site evaluation and 

safe work practices.  Types of lifts shown:  personal man lifts, telescoping booms, articulating 
booms, scissor lifts. 

400-DY Chains, Cranes, Slings Hoists:  The Gory Story
DVD Only (12 min.  graphic) Discusses inspection of hoisting equipment, sharp edges, overloading your equipment, kinks or 

twists, lifting at an angle and traveling with a load.

400-DZ Ins & Outs of Loading Dock and Warehouse Safety
DVD Only (20 min. serious) Common causes of injuries and cargo damage are covered.  Shows how to avoid slips and 

falls, back injuries, hearing damage, falling objects and injuries from careless material handling.

401-DA Forklift Operation Safety Training (Supplemental Material Included)
DVD Only (16 min. serious) Covers:  engineering principles, the fulcrum principle, load center, center of gravity, stability 

triangle, 3-point Suspension System, safe operating rules, riders, safety platforms, speeding, 
driving with a raised load, driving around blind corners, moving a load, parking the forklift, 
pedestrians, loading docks, stabilizing jacks, dock plates and inspections.
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